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Big data – Functional requirements for data provenance

Summary
Recommendation ITU-T Y.3602 describes a model and operations for big data provenance. Also, this
Recommendation provides the functional requirements for big data service provider (BDSP) to
manage big data provenance. The reliability of data is an important factor in determining the reliability
of the analysis result. Data provenance aims to ensure the reliability of data by providing transparency
of the historical path of the data. In a big data environment, complex data processing and migration
due to the big data lifecycle and data distribution cause various difficulties in managing data
provenance.
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3602
Big data – Functional requirements for data provenance
1

Scope

This Recommendation specifies the functional requirements for data provenance in a big data
ecosystem as defined in [ITU-T Y.3600]. This Recommendation introduces data provenance as well
as data provenance in big data ecosystem, and provides a conceptual model, operations, logical
components, and functional requirements for big data provenance. The functional requirements
provided in this Recommendation are derived from use cases.
2

References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision;
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently
valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this
Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.
[ITU-T Y.3600]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.3600 (2015), Big data – Cloud computing based
requirements and capabilities.

3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 big data [ITU-T Y.3600]: A paradigm for enabling the collection, storage, management,
analysis and visualization, potentially under real-time constraints, of extensive datasets with
heterogeneous characteristics.
NOTE – Examples of datasets characteristics include high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety, etc.

3.1.2 provenance [b-ITU-T X.1255]: Information pertaining to any source of information
including the party or parties involved in generating it, introducing it and/or vouching for it.
3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following term:
3.2.1 big data provenance: Information that records the historical path of data according to the
data lifecycle operations in a big data ecosystem.
NOTE 1 – Data lifecycle operations include data generation, transmission, storage, use, and deletion.
NOTE 2 – Data provenance information provides details about the source of data, such as the person
responsible for the provision of data, functions applied to data, and information about the computing
environment for data processing (e.g., operating system, description of the hardware, locale settings and time
zone).

4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
BD

Big Data
Rec. ITU-T Y.3602 (12/2018)
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BDC

Big Data service Customer

BDSP

Big Data Service Provider

DB

Data Broker

DP

Data Provider

DS

Data Supplier

H/W

Hardware

OS

Operating System

PI

Provenance Information

PII

Personally Identifiable Information

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

5

Conventions

In this Recommendation:
The keywords "is required to" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from
which no deviation is permitted if conformance to this document is to be claimed.
The keywords "is recommended" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not
absolutely required. Thus this requirement need not be present to claim conformance.
The keywords "can optionally" indicate an optional requirement which is permissible, without
implying any sense of being recommended. This term is not intended to imply that the vendor's
implementation must provide the option and the feature can be optionally enabled by the network
operator/service provider. Rather, it means the vendor may optionally provide the feature and still
claim conformance with the specification.
In the body of this document and its annexes, the words shall, shall not, should, and may sometimes
appear, in which case they are to be interpreted, respectively, as is required to, is prohibited from, is
recommended, and can optionally. The appearance of such phrases or keywords in an appendix or in
material explicitly marked as informative are to be interpreted as having no normative intent.
6

Introduction to data provenance

6.1

General concept of data provenance

The reliability of data used is an important factor to determine the trustworthiness of a data analysis
outcome. Indeed, data can be manipulated and transformed according to the intent of the analyst and
distorted in order to extract the desired result. In this sense, the data provenance aims to ensure the
reliability of data and analysis results by providing transparency of the historical path of the data.
Provenance is information pertaining to any source of information, including the party or parties
involved in generating it, introducing it and/or vouching for it. In the field of data management, data
provenance is information about the origin and creation process of data with:
–
data product;
NOTE 1 – A data product is the output data production for distribution (open or sell) purpose.

–

process that enable the creation of data;
NOTE 2 – A process is described by the applied functions on data source, intermediate outputs and
their order.

–

2

metadata recording process of workflow, annotations, notes about processes; and,
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–

information that helps determine derivation history of a data product, starting from its original
sources.

Data provenance is useful for:
–
managing derivation history of a data product starting from its original sources;
–
ascertaining quality of data based on ancestral data and derivation;
–
tracking back sources of errors;
–
allowing automated re-enactment of derivations to update a data;
–
providing attribution of data sources.
Provenance information (PI) is composed of a set of data flows, and each flow contains information
of processes (f), data sources (d) and responsible parties (p). In this sense, PI is notated as:
PI = {(f, p), (d, p)}
A data flow is divided into a directly associated flow and subordinately associated flow. For example,
in Figure 6-1, the provenance information (PI) about Data d is composed by a set of:
–
directly associated flow: PI ={(f2, pC), (Data c, pC)};
–
subordinately associated flow: PI (Data c) = {(f1, pC), ((Data a, pA), (Data b, pB))}

Figure 6-1 – An example of data provenance information
6.2

Data provenance in big data ecosystem

In a big data environment, complex data processing and migration due to the big data lifecycle
operations (e.g., data generation, transmission, storage, use, and deletion) and data distribution cause
various difficulties in managing the data provenance. According to the big data ecosystem described
in [ITU-T Y.3600], big data provenance needs to treat:
–
huge volumes of non-structured, semi-structured and structured data;
–
functions description for various types and formats of data;
–
data traceability across multi-application domains.
NOTE 1 – Application domain is an area of knowledge or activity applied for one specific economic,
commercial, social or administrative scope [b-ITU-T Y.4100].
NOTE 2 – Transport application domain, health application domain and government application
domain are examples of application domains.

In addition, big data computing environment causes several challenges for data provenance such as:
–
efficient storing mechanism for provenance data: The size of provenance data can be
larger than the original data, causing storage overhead;
Rec. ITU-T Y.3602 (12/2018)
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–
–

minimize provenance collection overhead: In a distributed system environment,
consideration of the recording provenance and computation cost together is important;
reproduce an execution from provenance for big data applications: In some case of big
data execution, the environment information (e.g., hardware (H/W) information and
parameter configuration of big data engines) is an important factor.

The application area of big data provenance and its benefits are:
–
collaborative big data analysis: Big data provenance allows collaboration of big data
analysis among multiple domains or applications by data sources information and their
process steps;
–
reuse of data processing: Generally, a big data analysis has complex process steps. Thus, a
well-defined analysis model which can be derived from provenance information is helpful
for a similar case of big data processing;
NOTE 3 – In data processing system, data processing means a course of events occurring according
to an intended purpose of effect.

–
–

7

automating big data analysis process: Provenance gives a context in which to use the data,
and allows automated validation and revision of derived data when the base data is updated;
audit and protect intellectual property: Provenance gives a lineage of data, and it allows
auditing and tracing of digital rights on mash-up data.
Overview of big data provenance

This clause presents an overview of big data provenance. This clause describes data provenance in a
big data ecosystem, a conceptual model, provenance operations, and logical components for big data
provenance.
7.1

Data provenance in big data ecosystem

According to [ITU-T Y.3600], a big data service provider (BDSP) supports data provenance as a part
of data management by managing information about the origin and generation process methods of
data, including the party or parties involved in the generation, introduction and/or mash-up processes
for data.

4
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Figure 7-1 – Using data provenance in big data ecosystem
Figure 7-1 shows the use of data provenance in big data ecosystem:
–
when data is imported from an outside data source (data provider (DP):data supplier (DS))
and stored, BDSP (big data system A) generates the metadata based on importing context
(e.g., responsible party information, time, size) and these metadata entities are used for
provenance information;
–
BDSP A monitors and stores a process of data mash-up or analysis as a form of provenance
information to ensure the reliability of data quality and reproducibility of analysis result;
–
when BDSP A exports data to BDSP B or registers data catalogue to a data registry in data
market (DP:data broker (DB)), BDSP A delivers provenance information.
NOTE – When a BDSP exports or registers data with its provenance information, BDSP manages the
level of detail through simplification of provenance information based on their own data or service
policy.

7.2

Conceptual model of big data provenance information

Big data provenance information is an extension of the general data provenance concept, which is
described in clause 6.1.

Figure 7-2 – Conceptual model for big data provenance information
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Figure 7-2 shows a high-level conceptual model for big data provenance information. Big data
provenance information (BD_ProvenanceInformation) is an aggregated set of big data provenance
units (BD_ProvenanceUnit) which records a history of the most recent changes to the data.
Big data provenance unit is a minimum set of big data provenance information. It provides
information about data ownership or authority (ResponsibleParty), data processing environment
(ComputationalEnvironment), and a sequence of functions (PI_Function) with input and output data
(BD_DataInstance) which are involved in data mash-up or analysis.
NOTE 1 – A workflow depicts the actual sequence of the functions to describe a data processing. In the big
data provenance information model, a workflow can be derived by the association +processStep which
describes the sequence of PI_functions.
NOTE 2 – BD_DataInstance is a metadata composed of identifiable information (e.g., access information,
type and format of data, data size, date, personally identifiable information (PII)) for a data instance.

Figure 7-3 illustrates an example of capturing the provenance unit on Data C.

Figure 7-3 – An example of capturing provenance unit on data instance
The capturing of the provenance unit occurs simultaneously when Data C is stored in the data storage.
Even though all functions have input and output data, the information about the first input data and
output data are captured in a provenance unit with a process steps described by a sequence of
functions.
NOTE 3 – In the Figure 7-3, Data A and B are input data, and Data C is output data.

Figure 7-4 shows an example of big data provenance information with a graph model. The provenance
information of Data d consists of provenance unit of Data c and provenance unit of Data d by
aggregating two units.

6
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Figure 7-4 – An example of big data provenance information
7.3

Operations of provenance information

According to the change of the data state such as storing data, updating data and deleting data, a
provenance unit is recorded, kept, combined or deleted. Figure 7-5 shows the relationship between
data state change and provenance operations.

Figure 7-5 – Provenance operations according to data state change
Operations to manage provenance information are:
–
record provenance unit (see clause 7.3.1);
–
keep provenance unit (see clause 7.3.2);
–
combine provenance unit (see clause 7.3.2);
–
delete provenance unit (see clause 7.3.2);
Rec. ITU-T Y.3602 (12/2018)
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–

retrieve provenance information (see clause 7.3.3).

7.3.1

Provenance information in case of storing and updating data

Figure 7-6 shows provenance units recording according to the data storing and updating.
–
provenance unit recording: When Data 1 are stored, BDSP records Provenance unit 1.
Data 1 is updated to Data 2 and 3, BDSP records Provenance unit 2 and Provenance unit 3
sequentially.

Figure 7-6 – Record provenance units
7.3.2

provenance information in case of deleting data

In case of deleting data, the provenance management system provided by BDSP acts in the three ways
described in clauses 7.3.2.1 to 7.3.2.3.
7.3.2.1

Keep provenance unit

When data are deleted from storage, the provenance management system keeps its provenance unit
to support traceability of data within process steps. Figure 7-7 shows an example where provenance
units are kept after the deletion of data.

Figure 7-7 – Keep provenance unit to support data traceability
7.3.2.2

Combine provenance units

When data are deleted from storage, the provenance management system combines the data's
provenance unit with the forward nearest provenance unit within process steps. This is described in
the example given in Figure 7-8.

8
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Figure 7-8 – Combine provenance units to support data traceability
NOTE – In Figure 7-8, the forward nearest provenance unit of provenance unit 2 is provenance unit 3.

7.3.2.3

Delete provenance unit

When data are deleted from storage, and if the data instance is placed at the right end node of process
steps, the provenance management system deletes the provenance unit together with the data. This is
illustrated in the example given in Figure 7-9.

Figure 7-9 – Delete provenance units
NOTE – In Figure 7-9, the right end node of process steps is Data 3.

7.3.3

retrieval of provenance information

Figure 7-10 shows an example where a provenance unit is retrieved. As shown in the figure, when
the provenance information of Data 3 is requested from an application (step 1), the BDSP traces the
history of data based on each provenance unit (step 2). The BDSP aggregates the identified
provenance units (step 3), and provides responses to the provenance information of Data 3 (step 4).

Rec. ITU-T Y.3602 (12/2018)
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Figure 7-10 – Retrieval of provenance information
7.4

Logical components for big data provenance management

The configuration of logical components for managing big data provenance consists of provenance
model management, provenance lifecycle management, analysis support, monitoring, provenance
sharing policy management and personally identifiable information management, as shown in
Figure 7-11.

Figure 7-11 – Configuration of logical components for big data provenance
The logical components shown in Figure 7-11 are as follows:
–
provenance model management. This logical component manages provenance information
compatibility among different BDSPs. This logical component validates the provenance
information transmitted from outside based on the big data provenance model (see
clause 7.2). The valid provenance information is then encoded as a common model and
delivered to provenance lifecycle management component to store it;
–
provenance lifecycle management. This component performs the recording and deletion of
provenance information according to store, update and delete data (see clauses 7.3.1
and 7.3.2). This logical component supports retrieving provenance information (see
clause 7.3.3);
–
analysis support. This logical component extracts the workflows from provenance
information, and stores them. From the stored workflows, this logical component retrieves
the candidate analysis workflows based on the information of BDSP's data analysis functions
and data. For the request of provenance information or workflow from the different system
(e.g., external BDSP), this logical component may check the adaptability of the
computational environment, and map to an equivalent function for that system. This logical
component also supports automating data analysis process based on update of data, adding
user annotation on provenance information, and managing the relationship between BDSP's
functions and data;
10
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NOTE – Based on the relationship between functions and data in provenance information, it is
possible to query the list of available data with functions, and the list of functions applicable to the
data.

–

–

–

provenance sharing policy management. This logical component manages multiple
sharing policies on provenance information. When exporting a provenance information, a
BDSP checks the sharing policy and may simplify it before sending to another BDSP;
personally identifiable information (PII) management. This logical component checks
whether data instance contains PII when recording a provenance unit. This logical component
also requests a protection mechanism to BDSP on provenance information that includes PII;
monitoring. This logical component monitors changes in value about computational
environment and responsible party in provenance information. When changes are detected,
this logical component updates them.

8

Functional requirements of big data provenance

8.1

Provenance lifecycle requirements

Provenance lifecycle requirements include:
–
(provenance model description) It is required that BDSP supports the model for big data
provenance information;
NOTE 1 – Big data provenance information model includes function name and its uses, computational
environment, data type and format of input and output data, input parameters, responsible party
information, etc.
NOTE 2 – Example of computational environment information is OS, H/W description, locale
settings, and time zone, etc.

–

(common format for exchange) It is recommended that BDSP supports encoding and
decoding a provenance information in a common format for use on different systems;
NOTE 3 –In this Recommendation, the meaning of encoding is the process of converting provenance
information into a specialized format. Decoding is the opposite process.

–

(provenance recoding initiation) It is required that BDSP records provenance unit when
data is stored;
NOTE 4 – The information contained in the metadata (from DP:DB or generated by BDSP) can be
used for recoding provenance unit.

–

(storing provenance unit) It is required that BDSP supports a cost-efficient storing
mechanism for provenance units;
NOTE 5 – In case of recording provenance information of streaming data, for the efficient storage
usage, it is needed to designate a predetermined period of time to record provenance unit, rather than
recording it every time data are stored. Data compression techniques can also be considered.

–
–
–

(storing provenance information) BDSP can optionally support pre-storing provenance
information prior to request time to reduce retrieval time;
(cearching provenance unit) It is required that BDSP supports searching a provenance unit;
(Combining provenance units) It is required that BDSP supports combining of provenance
units;
NOTE 6 – In case of deleting data, a provenance unit needed to combine (see clause 7.3.2).

–
–

(retrieving provenance information) It is required that BDSP supports provenance unit
aggregation to retrieve a provenance information;
(deleting provenance unit) It is required that BDSP provides a provenance unit deletion
mechanism.
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NOTE 7 – In case of deleting data, BDSP acts with three mechanisms on the provenance unit (keep,
combine, delete) based on the context (see clause 7.3.2).
NOTE 8 – The BDSP can maintain the associated provenance unit even if the data are deleted, which
is subject to management policy.

8.2

Analysis support requirements

Analysis support requirements include:
–
(extracting workflow) It is required that BDSP provides extraction of workflow information
from a provenance information;
–
(storing workflow) It is recommended that BDSP supports storing workflow;
NOTE 1 – The workflow is stored in forms of graph, which is organized with the usage frequency of
the analysis functions and sequential relationship among them.

–
–
–
–
–
–

(retrieving workflow) It is recommended that BDSP supports workflow retrieval;
(providing data list on function) It is recommended that BDSP provides a list of data related
to a given function recorded in given workflow;
(providing function list on data) It is recommended that BDSP provides a list of functions
related to a given data recorded in given workflow;
(data analysis automation) It is recommended that BDSP supports analysis automation
based on workflow;
(user annotation) BDSP can optionally support annotation on provenance information;
(equivalent function for process steps) It is recommended that BDSP provides an
equivalent function mapping for reusing provenance information coming from a different
system;
NOTE 2 – For the equivalent function mapping, the name of the function, the format and structure of
input and output data of this function, the frequency of analysis functions and the relationship among
them can be used.
NOTE 3 – The results of the equivalent function mapping can be the same function with different
names or a combination of functions that provide the same output.

–

(adaptability of computational environment) It is recommended that BDSP provides
diagnose computational environment to reuse provenance information which came from the
different system.

8.3

Monitoring requirements

Monitoring requirements include:
–
(monitoring computational environment) It is required that BDSP monitors the change of
computational environment;
–
(monitoring responsible party) It is required that BDSP monitors the change of responsible
party;
–
(applying the monitoring result) It is required that BDSP reflects the monitoring results to
the recorded provenance unit.
NOTE – The monitoring results include the change of computational environment and responsible
party.

8.4

Policy management requirements

Policy management requirements include:
–
(verifying PII) It is required that BDSP provides verifying PII in a data instance when
recording a provenance unit;
12
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NOTE 1 – Verification of PII follows BDSP's policy on PII.
NOTE 2 – In a provenance unit, data instance information (BD_DataInstance) includes information
about whether PII is contained or not (see clause 7.2).

–

(protecting PII) It is required that BDSP provides a protection mechanism for a PII in data;
NOTE 3 – When a PII is included in data sources, BDSP decide omit it or not based on the user's
access authority.

–

(simplifying provenance information) It is recommended that BDSP supports simplifying
provenance information based on a sharing policy;
NOTE 4 – Methods of provenance information simplification include multiple level of detail and
encoding formats, etc.

–

(sharing level of provenance) It is required that BDSP supports sharing policy according to
the different levels of provenance.
NOTE 5 – The provenance level decides traceability of data, and it is determined by the sharing
policy. Provenance information contains process step with the applied functions, intermediate data,
and responsible party information. For the transfer the provenance information, the provenance
information can be simplified according to the sharing policy.

9

Security considerations

Relevant security requirements of [b-ITU-T Y.2201], [b-ITU-T Y.2701] and applicable X, Y and M
series of ITU-T Recommendations need to be taken into consideration, including access control,
authentication, data confidentiality, data retention policy, network security, data integrity, availability
and protection of personal information.
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Appendix I
Use cases of big data provenance
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
Table I.1 – Use case – Initiating provenance information
Title

Initiating provenance information record

Description

A BDSP requests data from a data provider (DP), and gets the data. At this time,
BDSP stores data as it is or modifies the original data to fit for their own database.
During this process, BDSP start is to record provenance information which includes
the origin of data described in metadata, functional processes which were applied to
modify data, and stores them to distributed database.

Roles/sub-roles

DP:DS
DP:DB
BDSP

Figure (optional)

Pre-conditions
(optional)

DP:DS published metadata to DP:DB
BDSP searches data from DP:DB and request data to DP:DS or crawls data from
DP:DS

Post-conditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement
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–
–
–
–
–

Provenance recoding initiation (see clause 8.1);
Provenance model description (see clause 8.1);
Storing provenance unit (see clause 8.1);
User annotation (see clause 8.2);
Sharing level of provenance (see clause 8.4).
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Table I.2 – Use case – Updating data and managing provenance information
Title

Updating data and managing provenance information in big data system

Description

<Adding provenance information based on the change of data source status>
– A BDSP uses external data source regularly. When DP:DS update the

status of data (e.g., schema version upgrade, change of responsible person's
information), BDSP manages the change of source information, and checks
existing data is still available or not;
– BDSP searches the existing provenance information and adds the changing
information;
<Managing provenance information caused by deleting or preserving data from local
data storage>
– BDSP deletes or retires the stored data for storage efficiency or the other

management issues. BDSP monitors the provenance information and
decides to delete it or not.
Roles/Sub roles

DP:DS
BDSP

Figure (optional)

Pre-conditions
(optional)

BDSP stored extensible markup language (XML) data with external uniform resource
identifier (URI) from DP:DS.

Post-conditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Searching provenance unit (see clause 8.1);
– Combining provenance units (see clause 8.1);
– Deleting provenance unit (see clause 8.1);
– Monitoring computational environment (see clause 8.3);
– Monitoring responsible party (see clause 8.3);
– Applying monitoring result (see clause 8.3).
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Table I.3 – Use case – Sharing and aggregating provenance information
Title

Sharing and aggregating provenance information

Description

Two collaborating BDSPs share provenance information with each other. When
BDSP B uses data from BDSP A:

– BDSP B requests and receives data from BDSP A;
– BDSP B initiating provenance information recoding with storing data
from BDSP A;
If BDSP B needs more information (e.g., data history) of received data from
– BDSP A, then requests the provenance information about received data
to BDSP A.;
– BDSP B aggregates the delivered provenance information with the local
one that was created when the data from BDSP A was stored.
Roles/sub-roles

– BDSP

Pre-conditions
(optional)

BDSP B requested big data to BDSP A and received the data.

Post-conditions
(optional)

BDSP B stored the aggregated provenance information.

Derived requirement

– Searching provenance unit (see clause 8.1);
– Common format for exchange (see clause 8.1);
– Retrieve provenance information (see clause 8.1);
– Simplifying provenance information (see clause 8.4).
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Table I.4 – Use case – Reuse data processing methods
Title

Reusing and automating data processing methods with big data provenance information

Description

A data analyst is preparing an experiment based on existing big data analysis results with a
different data source. To do this, the data analyst uses the provenance functions provided
by the BDSP to extract the data analysis process and apply it.
– data analyst reviews analysis results;
– data analyst selects an analysis result to reuse its processing methods;
– data analyst extracts the data processing methods and related data from the

provenance information of the analysis result and modifies them to fit for the
new experiment;
– data analyst applies the data processing method.
Data analyst is using analysis automation based on data updates by using the provenance
information. Data analyst sets up the periodic analysis based on the updated data
according to the update period of the data.
Roles/Sub
roles

– DP:DS
– BDSP
– big data service customer (BDC)

Figure
(optional)
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Table I.4 – Use case – Reuse data processing methods
Preconditions
(optional)

BDSP stores provenance information about the analysed result data.

Postconditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Extracting workflow (see clause 8.2);
– Retrieving workflow (see clause 8.2);
– Data analysis automation (see clause 8.2);
– Providing data list on function (see clause 8.2);
– Providing function list on data (see clause 8.2).

Table I.5 – Use case – Managing personal information
Title

Managing personal information

Description

A data analyst (at a BDC) requests the provenance information on 'data 1' to BDSP. At
this time, BDSP:
– traces history of 'data 1';
– checks whether each data includes personal information and find out 'data 3' includes
personal information;
– checks BDC's access right on 'data 3'.
If BDC has the access right on 'data 3', BDSP aggregates provenance units and responds
it. If not, BDSP responds the provenance information excluding provenance unit 3 or
abstracts the provenance information based on a predefined policy and responds it.

Roles/Sub
roles

– BDC
– BDSP

Figure
(optional)
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Pre-conditions
(optional)
Postconditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Retrieve provenance information (see clause 8.1)
– Verifying PII (see clause 8.4)
– Protecting PII (see clause 8.4)
– Sharing level for provenance (see clause 8.4)
– Simplifying provenance information (see clause 8.4)

Table I.6 – Use case – Reuse provenance information from the different analysis system
Title

Reusing provenance information from the different analysis system

Description

A data analyst is preparing an experiment using the provenance information received from
BDSP A with his/her own data. To this end, a data analyst uses the provenance functions
(provided by the BDSP A) to extract the data analysis workflow and reconfigure it to fit
BDSP B's analysis environment.
– data analyst requests the provenance information to BDSP B;
– BDSP B decodes the provenance information;
– BDSP B extracts the workflow from the provenance information;
– BDSP B checks the adaptability of workflow and converts it to be available;
A. BDSP B checks the adaptability of the computational environment of BDSP A.
B.

BDSP B maps the process steps extracted from the provenance information and the
functions supported by the BDSP B.

C.

When the functions are not mapped correctly, BDSP B examines for the alternate
functions, and data analyst selects the functions from them.

– data analyst applies the process steps to his/her own data.
Roles/sub
roles

– BDSP
– BDC

Figure
(optional)
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Table I.6 – Use case – Reuse provenance information from the different analysis system

Preconditions
(optional)
Postconditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Provenance model description (see clause 8.1);
– Common format for exchange (see clause 8.1);
– Extracting workflow (see clause 8.2);
– Adaptability of computational environment (see clause 8.2);
– Equivalent function for process steps (see clause 8.2).

Table I.7 – Use case –Scientific workflow provenance
Title

Provenance information collection and query of scientific workflow

Description

Scientific workflow is a typical application system, facilitating e-Science. Scientists
model, design, execute, debug, re-configure and re-run their analysis. Provenance
information in the scientific workflow system is very useful for a scientist to interpret
their workflow results and for other scientists to establish trust in the experimental
result.
The BDSP (scientific workflow system) initiates provenance information
automatically, and stores the provenance information in database. BDC (scientists)
need to retrieve the provenance information to confirm the source of the scientific data

20
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Table I.7 – Use case –Scientific workflow provenance
on experiment or analysis process. The BDSP stores provenance information
automatically when data status is changed to support for frequent retrieving.
Roles/sub-roles

– BDSP
– BDC

Figure (optional)

Pre-conditions
(optional)
Post-conditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Retrieve provenance information (see clause 8.1)
– Storing provenance information (see clause 8.1)

Table I.8 – Use case –Extracting analysis workflow from the
accumulated provenance information
Title

Extracting analysis workflow from the accumulated provenance information

Description

BDSP A collects the provenance information from the different BDSPs to accumulate
the analysis workflows and reuse them. BDSP C want to find analysis methods that
can be applied to its system functions and data through BDSP A.
Accordingly:
– BDSP A collects provenance information from BDSP B;
– BDSP A extracts the workflows from provenance information;
– BDSP A stores the workflows with an integrated graph which organized by the
usage frequency of the analysis functions and sequential relationship among them;
– BDSP C requests workflow with a list of own functions and data as well as the
information of OS, H/W description, locale settings;
– BDSP A retrieves workflow based on the information came from BDSP C;
Rec. ITU-T Y.3602 (12/2018)
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Table I.8 – Use case –Extracting analysis workflow from the
accumulated provenance information
– BDSP A sends the list of candidate workflows to BDSP C;
– BDSP C selects the workflow that satisfies the analysis purpose;
– BDSP A reconstructs the workflow in a form that it can run on the BDSP C and
send it to BDSP C;
– BDSP C uses the workflow.
Roles/sub-roles

– BDSP

Figure (optional)

Pre-conditions
(optional)
Post-conditions
(optional)
Derived
requirement

– Provenance model description (see clause 8.1)
– Extracting workflow (see clause 8.2)
– Retrieving workflow(see clause 8.2)
– Storing workflow (see clause 8.2)
– Equivalent function for process steps (see clause 8.2)
– Adaptability of computational environment (see clause 8.2)
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